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WELCOME…
..to the brand new e-newsletter from BFRC – Rated. Rated will be sent out twice a year to all registered businesses. If you would like to send us any
comments or thoughts just email enquiries@bfrc.org
BFRC wishes you a prosperous 2014.

LAUNCH OF A+ A BIG HIT
BFRC officially launched the new ‘A+’ band at the top of its energy efficiency scale for Window Energy
Ratings (WERs) in August. Immediately 23 System Houses and manufacturers launched product – and
more is on its way.
“The availability of the BFRC ‘A+’ rating band allows manufacturers to offer the most energy efficient
product to homeowners,” commented BFRC Chairman Giles Willson. “It also allows the most technically
advanced producers to benefit from the marketing opportunities derived from BFRC ratings and being
among the first in the industry to offer ‘A+’ windows”.

HOMEOWNER ENERGY RATING CERTIFICATES LAUNCHED
Registered companies asked for a window energy rating homeowner certificate – and here it is.
The certificate is specific to the property and the products installed and will feature the installers name and date of
installation as well as the well-known ‘rainbow’ colour label. It is the only such certificate available in the UK glazing
sector.
This certificate is a valuable new marketing tool for installers. Issuing of the certificate can be promoted by the
installer to the homeowner as a value added benefit of using that company.
It will also link the new windows supplied with the installation company and could facilitate ‘word of mouth’
recommendation.
It is issued at the same time as the FENSA certificate and can be supplied with no extra administration for the
installer. Just tick the box at the point of notification on the FENSA website. It costs just £1.50 (ex VAT).

AVOID PRICE RISE WITH DIRECT DEBITS
Not only can registered companies receive 100% discount on a forthcoming 15% rise in BFRC fees
by setting up Direct Debits they can also simplify administration with one payment and one
licence expiry date.
Registered companies with more than one Licence currently make multiple payments and
have various Licence expiry dates. This is both confusing and time consuming. BFRC is requesting
that companies move to one payment by Direct Debit.
This one payment will taken at the same time each year and will greatly simplify the process and
help registered businesses to better keep track of costs and payments.
At the same time as moving to one payment by Direct Debits BFRC is also amending the Licence
periods. From January 2014 all new Licences, whether they are Detailed Energy Licences or
Simplified Energy Licences, for windows or doors, will start January 1st 2014 and expire 31st
December 2014.
Don’t worry if your existing Licences expire during 2014 (before 31st December) - they will be pro-ratered until the end of the year.
Please sign and return the Direct Debit mandate posted to you in the last few days. If you need a replacement mandate please contact BFRC (020 7403
9200 / enquiries@bfrc.org ).

A* SOWS CONFUSION
The recent introduction of an ‘A*’ WER band by an alternative scheme is an unwelcome development.
The ‘A*’ rating is equivalent to the BFRC ‘A+’ (that is to say + 10) with this scheme's accompanying 'A+' band only
having to achieve a + 5.
This will cause confusion for consumers trying to select the best product for their home. One of the main tenets of
energy ratings schemes – whether they are for washing machines, fridges, cars or any other product – is that they allow
consumers to compare and contrast differing products and their energy saving capabilities using a uniform ratings
scheme.
These two bands also fly in the face of the 10-point bandings that BFRC introduced, were adopted by Government and
laid down in the Building Regulations.
Following feedback, BFRC expects the industry to reject this rating scheme because its bands are not aligned with those currently used by Building
Regulations and because of the confusion it will cause among homeowners.

DOORS NOW COMPLIANT THROUGH DSERs
The government (Department for Communities and Local Government) has announced its latest
amendments to the current Approved Document L, that covers conservation of fuel and power
in the Building Regulations.
DSERs COMPLIANT FROM APRIL
The announcement published in November 2013 states that as of 6 April 2014 doors can now achieve
building regulations energy efficiency compliance through BFRC Door Set Energy Ratings (DSER).
Credit: "Courtesy of Eurocell"
Through BFRC DSERs a manufacturer only needs to get three BFRC licences for energy ratings – for
unglazed, partially glazed and fully glazed – to cover its entire product range.
As this can be less than the individual U-value calculations required for each product variant this represents a significant cost and time saving for door
companies.

“This is further endorsement of BFRC ratings from the government,” comments BFRC Managing Director Chris Mayne. “Once again, the 10 point rating
scale introduced and developed by BFRC allows the industry to achieve Building Regulations compliance.”
These revisions to ADL cover all doors that can be included in BFRC DSERs – patio, French, bi-folds as well as pedestrian access.
These changes put doors on an equal footing with windows. Currently 50% of installed windows achieve buildings regulations compliance through
WERs*. BFRC believes that this will be the situation for doors within a matter of months.
* Installation of replacement windows in domestic properties – source: FENSA

VALIDATED CONDUCTIVITY VALUES FOR WARM EDGE
SPACERS – CLARIFICATION FROM BFRC
There have been a number of articles and letters in the glazing trade media claiming that the
responsibility for testing warm edge spacers now lies with the European Warm Edge Working Party.
This is incorrect at present.
The European Warm Edge Working Party is run by Bundesverband Flachglas (BF) a trade organisation
made up of flat glass manufacturers, spacer bar manufacturers and others.
It is the leading authority in this field and receives technical input from organisations such as
IFT Rosenheim and the Multi-Pane Insulating Glass Quality Association.
Working with the European Warm Edge Working Party is a proposal from BFRC, which was to have become effective January 2014, but will now be
delayed because BF has changed the criteria it uses to undertake these tests.
This proposal has always needed to be agreed and accepted by the majority of warm edge spacer bar manufacturers.
Discussions are continuing - in fact most manufacturers attended a meeting about exactly this subject, hosted by the GGF, in September.
The reasons BFRC proposed this route are that the European Warm Edge Working Party uses the most currently relevant tests and has the support of the
majority of manufacturers. All European spacer bar manufacturers, and some from outside Europe, are voluntarily members of this Working Party.
Until this proposal becomes effective, BFRC is only asking manufacturers to use BF Datasheets “where possible” and will accept data from other accredited sources, providing they are fully compliant with BS EN 10077-2:2012.
“BFRC is striving to establish a level playing field and a fair and accepted method to calculate conductivity values,” commented Chris Mayne, BFRC,
Managing Director. “This is a highly complicated subject within an extremely competitive and commercially sensitive market. If the BFRC can lead the
sector to consensus and long-term agreement it will save the manufacturers both time and money.”
Further information will be available in March 2014.
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